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Abstract:

"The personality of "Ahmad Nadeem Qasmi" is

not dependent on any fame. It is not possible to

refuse his creative talent. He has decorated his

personality with aspects of different kinds, and he

has tried in different literary types and has

succeed. His every literary step has got success.

He has seen in the shape of a patriot. "Ghazal

Go", In his literary Journey. His literary work is

the proof of his partition. And his "Ghazal" has

got prominent place in it. It has tried to prominent

the cultural issues with the help of his "Ghazals."

Here it is tried to prominent Pakistani cultural

issues with the help of Nadeem's thinking and the

suggestions of different critics and the help of his

poetry. The difference between death & life is the

wealth of social life, and Nadeem has presented it

in wide shape after combing it. His "Ghazal" is

the beautiful shape of cultural issues. Pakistani

culture has seen to cover progressive steps in it."























   











 




















  








 









 



















 








 









 







 













 














 







 

 




 









 





 

 




 








 






 




 









 







 










 




  



 








 










 























 

 
 
 
 
 


 
 





 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






